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1. SCOPE 
This document explains the usage of the SVN version control system for the VLT project. Its intended audience are users of 

the previous version control system, CMM. 

It covers usage and configuration aspects, as well as specific details on the migration. 

 

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
 

3. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
 

4. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS 
COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf 

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 

 

5. INTRODUCTION 
The version control system in use at ESO for the VLT Programme is being phased out, and replaced by a freely available 

COTS solution in use within the free software community on the Internet. This document is a guide for the user of version 

control facility to be used for VLT software development, and is composed of different parts. 

 

Chapter 6 gives a general introduction to SVN and its principal features. The specific changes to procedures, and set-ups of 

SVN for VLT at ESO are explained in Chapter 8, where a simple CMM to SVN translator is supplied. 

A reference manual (HOW-TOs) with most of the commonly used use-cases is contained in Chapter 9, whereas Chapter 

Error! Reference source not found. addresses the issue of how branches and trunk are used for development by different 

development groups (HQ and LPO) and for different deliverables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The remainder of this document assumes some familiarity with basic svn commands. 

Some details on the migration and the connected technical decisions which had to be taken are provided in Chapter 15. 

 

 

6. SVN MAIN CONCEPTS 
 

6.1 Repository structure 
The SVN repository stores information in the form of a filesystem tree—a hierarchy of files and directories. So the structure 

of the repository is based on directories and not flat as it was the case for CMM. 

 

6.2 File revisions 
When in SVN you speak of a certain revision of a file, you are actually referring to the version of a file from a given URL 

when the repository was at that revision. The following picture shows how the versions are handled in SVN: at the beginning 

the repository is at revision 123210, after a successful commit transaction the repository changes to revision 123211. The 

change done to a leaf in the tree is propagated up to the top level (path shown in red). All other branches in the tree are 

unaffected. Similarly for the next transaction at T2, where the whole green path is flipped to 123212. This property of  ―last 

modification‖ for any tree element can be obtained with an svn ls –v command. 

Please read the online SVN documentation before proceeding any 

further! 

http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/index.html 

http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/index.html
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6.3 Working copy 
When you start using SVN, you create your working copy. A working copy is the local copy of a particular version of the 

directories you retrieved from the repository and on which you will work.  

 

6.4 Locking policy  
Unlike in CMM, in SVN locking is not strictly required for the vast majority of files. It is not forbidden though, to lock a file 

before modification. When you do so, everyone else checking out the same file will get a read-only copy. You may also leave 

a message in the server specifying the reason for your locking. In general, only individual files may be locked, but some 

graphical clients do allow to lock recursively entire directories. Lock may be broken by regular users (svn lock --force 

), (this is the default configuration, may be changed) but no notification will be sent through the network.  

 

6.5 Branching and Merging  
Subversion has commands to help you maintain parallel branches of your files and directories. And SVN supports merging, 

and provides support for merge tracking, which allows you to efficiently see when and from where merges were done. Some 

specific clients also support visual representation of version graphs, including branch points and merge operations. 

 

6.6 Tags  
Another common version control concept is that of  tag. A tag is just a ―snapshot‖ of a project in time. In Subversion, there's 

no difference between a tag and a branch. Both are just ordinary directories that are created by copying. 

SVN makes no special handling of the URLs in its repository. This means that tags, branches and trunk are nothing but 
conventional names. The only differences are in the permissions with which the SVN server is configured, and which will be 

such to prevent the modification of an existing tag (a tag is a momentary snapshot of a specific configuration and, like all 

snapshots, is not supposed to be changed after creation). There is also an added benefit from a QA perspective, since the 

number of necessary formal iterations can be counted and the trend monitored over time.  

 

6.7 Switch 
With SVN you have the possibility to switch your working copy to point to another place, for example a tag or branch, 

without retrieving all again. 

 

6.8 Property  
SVN properties are a powerful mechanism to store meta-information for items under version control., they can be used for:  

 marking binary files as such, so that SVN does not try to merge them as it would do with text-based files. 

 marking files  so that a locking is required before getting a read-write copy in your local working copy.  

 specifying external paths to be checked-out, similarly to the CVS module concept.   

 marking executable files as such.  

 adding responsibility assignments, for instance for daily  builds notification.  

Example of SVN properties you will find (for a complete description see the online book) : 

svn:executable  

If present on a file, the client will make the file executable in Unix-hosted working copies. 

svn:mime-type  

If present on a file, the value indicates the file's MIME type.  

svn:keywords  

If present on a file, the value tells the client how to expand particular keywords within the file like RCS/CVS 

keywords (keywords available : Date, Revision, Author, Id, Header)  
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svn:needs-lock  

If present on a file, tells the client to make the file read-only in the working copy, as a reminder that the file should 

be locked before editing begins.. 

svn:mergeinfo  

Used by Subversion to track merge data.  

svn:ignore  

If present on a directory, the value is a list of non-versioned file patterns to be ignored by svn status and other 

subcommands. 

svn:externals  

If present on a directory, the value is a multiline list of other paths and URLs the client should check out. See the 

section called ―Externals Definitions‖. 

Some custom properties can be defined and added for specific needs. 

6.9 MIME type 

Subversion recognizes and makes use of MIME content types. Besides being a general-purpose storage location for a file's 

content type, the value of the svn:mime-type file property determines some behavioral characteristics of Subversion itself. 

Subversion will consult the MIME types mapping file to determine the MIME type of newly added and imported files and set 

the file's svn:mime-type property accordingly. 

6.10 Externals 
Externals are SVN way to support simple check-out of software modules which come from different locations in the 

repository, or perhaps from different repositories altogether. They resemble CVS's modules mechanism and provide a good 

implementation of pkgin 's mechanism to override common software modules.  

 

6.11 Server side hooks 

A hook is a program triggered by some repository event, such as the creation of a new revision or the modification of an 

unversioned property. Some hooks (the so-called ―pre hooks‖) run in advance of a repository operation and provide a means 

by which to both report what is about to happen and prevent it from happening at all. Other hooks (the ―post hooks‖) run after 

the completion of a repository event and are useful for performing tasks that examine—but don't modify—the repository.  

Examples of hooks : pre-commit, post-commit 

7. SVN CLIENTS  
 
Several SVN clients exist and the following list only represents a small subset . The official  clients (e.g. such that support 

requests may be issued) are the command line and Eclipse. 

 

7.1 Linux command line  
The Linux command line is an indispensible tool whose knowledge can be precious in many situations. Each svn command 

comes with a detailed online help, for svn in general and for any of its sub-commands.  

To have the general svn help with the list of subcommand use : svn --help  

And for a subcommand with : svn help <subcommand> which gives you also the alternates names of the subcommand  
Ex: svn help add 

 

The Linux client is installed with the standard operating system installation for the VLT Common Software 2010, and so are 

its manual pages.  

All Subversion command-line operations accept the --username option, which allow you to specify your username and 

password, respectively, so that Subversion isn't forced to prompt you for that information. This options is also helpful when 

http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn.advanced.externals.html
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn.advanced.externals.html
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Subversion has already cached authentication credentials for you, but you know they aren't the ones you want it to use 

(ex:users with different SVN account but sharing same Unix account).  

When you perform a Subversion operation that requires you to authenticate, Subversion will ask whether you want to cache 

your credentials to disk in plaintext. If you want the convenience of not having to continually reenter your password for 

future operations, you can answer yes to this prompt.  

Sometimes users will want to remove specific credentials from the disk cache. To do this, you need to navigate into the 

~/.subversion/auth/svn.simple directory and manually delete the appropriate cache file. Credentials are cached in 

individual files; if you look inside each file, you will see keys and values (password/username/repository). 

Notice that the command line does allow you to specify different configuration files ( --config-dir ARG), which comes handy 

in case you need to access multiple repositories, for instance with different file extensions. This is foreseen to be the case for 

people needing to access the VLT and the E-ELT repositories.  

7.2 Eclipse  
The Eclipse which comes shipped with VLT2010 ( Helios ) comes pre-configured with an SVN plug-in (subclipse). 

7.3 Linux: Emacs (psvn.el)  
Assuming psvn.el is installed, use the svn-status command applied to a directory. The remaining commands are fairly self-

explanatory. (/usr/share/doc/subversion-xxxx/contrib/client-side/emacs/psvn.el) An older version is pre-

installed in /usr/share/emacs/site-lisp/psvn.el.  

 

7.4 Linux GUI  
A multiplicity of free graphical clients exist with new ones popping out every year. None seems to stand out from the rest for 

features or usability, and none is particularly endorsed here. This list is simply provided for reference.  

 kdesvn (http://kdesvn.alwins-world.de/)  

 tksvn (http://www.twobarleycorns.net/tkcvs.html) 

 svn-workbench (http://pysvn.tigris.org/docs/WorkBench.html) 

 

7.5 Windows TortoiseSVN:  

Windows is not a standard platform for VLT development, nonetheless, the TortoiseSVN application has established itself as 

the reference tool against which all the others are compared, and some users may want to access their Linux home directory 

from a Windows installation. Two notes of caution: 

 when using the revision graph: the first time that the revision history is retrieved it takes a long time 

 when checking out from TortoiseSVN source code which is meant to be used on Linux, the line endings will likely 

be wrong. 

 

8. SVN FOR THE VLT  
The idea is that the conversion shall deliver a system which is usable as is from the very first day. This does not mean that 

there will not be annoyances when trying to stick to well accustomed habits. Users will in fact be encouraged to embrace 

more and more procedures and habits which are more in line with SVN and with the way it is meant to be used.  

 

8.1 Definitions  
module:  

same definition as with CMM.  
package:  

a directory containing modules as leaves.  
assembly: 

directory containing modules and packages that together form a self-contained deliverable unit, such as the software 

for an instrument or a library.  
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tag: 

tags are immutable snapshots of an assembly at a given moment in time. They have a date and a username. 
externals: 

mechanism to guarantee that also modules retrieved from common areas will be copied to the file-system upon 

retrieval. They are added at assembly level. 
release candidate: (RC) 

a tag whose purpose is to run re-integration testing (ex in VCM), or for the commissioning. There will be in general 

more than one RC. 
release:  

also a tag: the final product from a commissioning period or test cycle. Patches also fall in this category. 
project manager:  

coordinates development activities, requests branches and tags. 
integrator:  

retrieves specific versions of Assembly, and carries out integration procedures, i.e. builds and tests. 
VLTSCCM:  

creates specific paths in restricted areas of the repository. 
developers, maintainers:  

create and modify code for either feature additions or bug fixing. 

 

From here on, $SVNREPO is standard Unix shell syntax and stands for http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/ where a svn 

URL is used: before starting with SVN you should define this variable and export it. 

8.2 Major differences CMM/SVN:  

 no longer module based: like its predecessor CVS, SVN allows individual files to be modified, that is, the 

granularity of a change is the one of the file. The good news though, is that directories are also versioned, so that 
you normally do not speak of a file's revision but of a file as it was, in a certain path (directory), as the repository 

was at a certain revision.  

 no unique module namespace: the organization into directories also makes it possible to give easy to understand 

names to modules, and/or reuse the same names, provided that the modules' fully qualified paths differ.  

 no locking: unlike CMM, SVN doesn't force you to lock a file for editing before allowing you to modify it. It is 

based on the so called optimistic-locking paradigm (copy-edit-merge) rather than CMM's pessimistic locking. 

 no pkginBuild –step RETRIEVE anymore, replaced by a checkout of an assembly. 

 new possibility for merging/tagging 

 pre-commit checks allow some project specific rules enforcement  

 No more flat structure but full support for directory structures  

 IDE support and integration with other tools  

 efficient handling of binary files  

 

8.3 Repository structure  
The new svn repository starts out with all versions of all modules that could be successfully retrieved from CMM.  

But where CMM is "flat" --all modules live at the same level--, the svn repository is organized hierarchical. Modules that 

together form an assembly, such as an entire instrument, are stored in a single place in the same structure that was previously 
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built by pkginBuild zzins -step RETRIEVE. This makes it possible to retrieve an entire assembly from the repository 

with a single invocation of svn co ....  

Example of location in the trunk for the instrument HAWK-I: $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI 

The repository browser feature of most SVN GUI clients can be used to inspect the tree structure of the repository.  

List of top-level directories: 

 
/trunk/<hierarchy>  

Contains the new hierarchy of all assemblies which in turn contain all the modules, e.g. /trunk/INS/XXXX/ is the 

assembly for the template instrument.  
/branches/<hierarchy>  

This is where branches are created for each assembly; branches for the template instrument should be under 

/branches/INS/XXXX/. Branches are usually created by the project manager.  
/tags/RC/<hierarchy>  

Tags for release candidates for an assembly, e.g. /tags/RC/INS/XXXX/VLT2010-2/ would be the 2nd release 

candidate of the template instrument for VLT2010. These tags are usually created by the project manager.  
/tags/Release/<hierarchy>  

Tags for released versions of an assembly, e.g. /tags/Release/INS/XXXX/VLT2010/ would contain the final 

code of the template instrument in VLT2010.  
/sandbox/<user>/...  

This is an area where you can create private branches and you decide the layout. Before you can create a branch 

here, you must create your own personal directory (replace <user> with your svn username): 
svn mkdir -m "Creating branch directory for <user>" $SVNREPO/sandbox/<user>  

/cmm-branches/<module>/<version>  

Here is the source code for branches opened in cmm for each module that has branches. The version number has an 

odd number of components. Fixed versions, as checked in cmm, can be retrieved from /cmm-

tags/<module>/<version>/ as described below. When you look at a particular module directory, it is probably 

empty now: when a branch is closed, the corresponding branch directory is deleted. Of course it is still in the 
repository but most likely not present in the latest version of the directory. See the svn book why that is so. If the 

directory is not empty, it means that the branch is not closed in CMM and still active. Note: opening the /cmm-

branches/ directory in a GUI is likely to be slow because of the large number of sub-directories.  
/cmm-tags/<module>/<version>/  

Tags for all versions of all modules that could be retrieved from CMM. These are copies of the trunk or a branch at 

the appropriate point in time. The complete cmm-history of a module can be found in the file /cmm-

tags/<module>/<module>.history. Note: opening the /cmm-tags/ directory in a GUI is likely to be slow 

because of the large number of sub-directories.  

 

8.4 Tools 
The introduction of SVN has made necessary the development of some simple tools and the modification of existing ones. 

 vltMakeSVNtag: a tool to create an SVN tag starting from a pkgin integration module (see section 10.1.2). 

 vltMakeSVNExternal: a tool to create the list of external from the pkgin module. 

 pkginBuild was modified (now part of VLT CS 2010) to ignore versions specified in its configuration file if it 

realizes it is operating on an area extracted from SVN.  

 Modification of vltMakefile to add  SVN version and location of the ―module‖ to the vltMakeInstall.log. 

See also Annex16.A for details. Most of these tools (vltMake*) help in the initial transition period, e.g. shortly after the 

migration,  and are supposed to be phased out at a later release of the VLT CS.  

8.5 Replication facility  
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A simple replication facility is in place which makes sure that every committed transaction to the SVN server in ESO 

headquarters is replicated to an SVN server in the Paranal observatory. This synchronization is  triggered by transactions and 

uses the hooks facilities mentioned before. 

The replication facility is part of the services supplied by the IT department. 

 

Currently, two limitations of the chosen implementation are known:  

1. The locking information is not replicated  

2. A svn update returns an error on a working copy, if a previous commit done from Paranal has not been fully 

replicated back to the Paranal server.  

8.6 Changes to the code because of SVN  
Some changes to the code are also needed with the introduction of SVN: 

1. The rcsIds for modules checked out from /cmm-tags/ are not homogenous but rather refer to the revision when each 

individual file was last modified. There are a few cases in which this behavior requires a code modification, i.e. for 

the code which checks its internal version, since simply disabling svn:keywords is not enough. In particular a 

problem for Tcl module has been identified. The problem is due to the fact that with SVN there is no more a unique 

version for all the files in a module but one version for each file. So if there is a comparison between the Tcl 

package version (defined in pkgIndex.tcl) and a version defined in another file, this may cause the software to fail. 
In VLTSW the problem happened only for the module seq and has been solved by aligning the 2 versions.  

2. All the usage of CMM commands (cmmCopy, cmmLast) should be replaced by svn commands 

3. The version of one file (ex: ident Makefile) cannot be used anymore to get the version of the entire module. It should 

be replaced by the svn command svnversion 

4. The module tpl has to be changed to support the new IP version 

5. Modules assuming that subdirectories on the file system shall be empty or contain only files under version control 

need to be modified to take into account administrative SVN directories (.svn). 

 

 

 

. 
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9. BASIC COMMANDS AND PROCEDURES  
 

 

 

 

 

9.1 Generalities 
Since in general you will not be working alone, and with a copy-merge-archive system one should be wary of potential 

changes by other colleagues, you should always do an svn update prior to a check in. To find out what your colleagues 

might have changed before merging their changes into your local working copy, use svn diff -rHEAD on your local 

module/package. 

If you are using a shared Unix account, when you execute SVN commands, use the option –username to connect to SVN as 

yourself. 

 

9.2 CHECK-OUT/CHECK-IN  
9.2.1 How do I check out an assembly? 
Retrieve the latest version of an assembly: 

From the trunk: svn checkout $SVNREPO/trunk/<path/to/assembly>  

From a branch: svn checkout $SVNREPO/branches/<path/to/assembly>  

 

Retrieve a specific tagged version of an assembly: 
svn checkout $SVNREPO/tags/<assembly>/<REL>/  

 

This co command at assembly level will be used to replace the pkginBuild -step RETRIEVE . Then the pkginBuild 

assembly -step BUILD_MOD will be used as before to build the assembly in the customary fashion.  

 

NOTE: It could happen that after the co you have more modules than necessary for the build because those extra modules are 

already archived as members of the assembly but not yet used… 

 

9.2.2 How do I check out a single module? 
You should rather check out the entire assembly that the module belongs to so that you have all code at hand that is required 

for testing it in context. But if you really must check out a single module:  
svn checkout $SVNREPO/trunk/<path/to/module> 

 

replace trunk by branches when checking out from a branch. Notice that SVN does not allow you to check-out a single file, 

but only a directory where a file resides.  

Also, there is no need to check-out modules in a CURRENTLY MODIFIED directory, since the svn command svn status 

will inform the user of modifications pending for archival.  

 

9.2.3 How do I check out a specific CMM version of a module? 
All versions of all modules that could be retrieved from CMM can be found using the URL $SVNREPO/cmm-

tags/<module>/<version>,  

To retrieve the module, the command would be: 
svn co $SVNREPO/cmm-tags/<module>/<version> 

 

9.2.4 How do I archive my assembly? 
Go to the top-level directory of the assembly in your working copy and then run: svn commit .  

All SVN clients known to us will first list the files modified before allowing you to enter a comment which corresponds to 

the change about to be archived.  

 

Note: You will be asked for only one comment per commit even if you modify multiple files/directories. 

Before starting using SVN, check that the environment variable 

SVNREPO is properly set to http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1 

(update your PECS file). 
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9.2.5 How do I archive a module? 
After your modification of a module within an assembly, you should archive at module level, with the same command svn 
commit .  

 

If the modification affects more than one module, then the commit should be done at package or assembly level (whichever is 

appropriate) in order for all related changes to be committed with one transaction.  Carrying out multiple commits instead, is 

the way which most closely resembles CMM operations but is discouraged. 

For single module commits, developers may find it convenient to add a description of their changes to the ChangeLog file 

first, and then archive the module. Notice that the commit command may read the log entry from a file using the -F option. 

Also see MISCELLANEOUS. 

 

9.2.6 Error reported by SVN at commit time 
When you try to commit a directory, it could happen that SVN reports an error, asking you to update  
Error: Commit failed (details follow): 

Error: File or directory '.' is out of date; try updating 

Error: resource out of date; try updating 

Finished!: 

 

Then after an update, even if no change is visible in your directory, the commit succeeds. 

 

In general, you should always do an update prior to a commit. If you are the only one working on a particular subtree, 

nothing will change except that svn knows now that you are fully up-to-date. If others are also working in the dir, the update 

will ensure that you really have the latest of everything. The update will never throw away any of your changes. Instead, it 

will notify you of any conflicts, and possibly merge in your changes. 

 

 

9.3 IDENTIFYING VERSIONS, HISTORIES AND COPIES … 
9.3.1 How do I find which version of an assembly or of a module is installed? 
As before, you look at the vltMakeInstall.log file which will contain lines as:  
10/10/21-11:32 module: crortd 

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/tags/RC/crins/2.24/CRIRES/OS/crortd@203832, installed by:mzampare      

from:/diska/vlt_tmp/mzampare/tmp/crins/CRIRES/OS/crortd/src 

 

9.3.2 How do I find locally changed files? 
In the top-level directory of your working copy (or any directory below): svn status .  

The summary will indicate which files/dircetories have been added (A), deleted (D), modified (M), etc… 

Ex: 
HOS/seq/include 1079 > svn status . 

?       seqVersion.h 

D       bobbyErrors.h 

D       seqErrors.h 

 

The character ―?‖ indicates that the item is not under version control. 

With the option -q, it will print only the locally modified items and no more ―?‖: svn status –q . 

You may also want to know what an svn update would change, e.g. when you have temporarily downgraded part of your 

working copy to an earlier version, then run : svn status -u.  

9.3.3 How do I find the location of an assembly or module? 
The fast way, for things converted from CMM:  
svn cat $SVNREPO/ModuleMap | grep <assembly>  

or:  
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svn ls -R $SVNREPO/trunk | grep <assembly>  

where <assembly> is the name of the assembly or module you are looking for. 

 

9.3.4 How do I get the URL from where I extracted my working copy? 
Using the command : svn info . 
Ex: 

HOS/seq/include 1075 > svn info . 

Path: . 

URL: http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/trunk/VLTSW/HOS/seq/include 

Repository Root: http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1 

Repository UUID: bdb3fcd1-bb6b-4ac0-9fcb-00f22b4ea010 

Revision: 213158 

Node Kind: directory 

Schedule: normal 

Last Changed Author: alongino 

Last Changed Rev: 204643 

Last Changed Date: 2010-09-15 15:39:43 +0000 (Wed, 15 Sep 2010) 

 

9.3.5 How do I list the files in the repository for a subdirectory without updating the local copy? 
Using the following command in your working copy : svn ls . 

Or using the URL: svn ls URL 

 

9.3.6 How do I tell my coworker about the revision I just checked in?  
In svn, it is not sufficient to pass on just the revision number. You must also pass on the location in the tree. So if you just 

checked in /trunk/INS/XXXX/MS/xxmcfg, note the revision number rev that svn prints, and tell your coworker both the 

location and revision number. It is indeed also possible to get this information when you just know the revision number.  

 

9.3.7 How do I know all the changes done in a particular revision? 
Use svn log -v -r <revision> to show you the log message and all changes in that particular revision.  

 

9.3.8 How do I find out what was checked in since yyyy-mm-dd?  
This can be done with the svn log command. You also need to tell it which part of the repository you are interested in:  
svn log -r {yyyy-mm-dd}:HEAD $SVNREPO/<some/path>  

If you are interested in changes to the entire repository: svn log -r {yyyy-mm-dd}:HEAD $SVNREPO  

9.3.9 How do I list the comment entries for former CMM versions for a given module?  
Use svn log $SVNREPO/cmm-tags/<module>/  

alternatively: svn cat $SVNREPO/cmm-tags/<module>/<module>.history  

Use svn log -v -r0:HEAD  to have the same order of History as in  CMM  (last at the end). 

 

9.3.10 How do I know whether a certain release of an <Assembly> includes a certain version of a module 

XX from the main trunk? 
 

The command : 
svn log -v --stop-on-copy $SVNREPO/tags/Release/<path/to/XX>  

will reveal where this specific module came from, and which repository release.. If its origin is itself a copy (for instance 

from release candidate -- RC -- to Release) you will need to repeat this operation until the real origin is found.  

 

9.4 CREATION 
9.4.1 How do I create a new module?  
If you already have a working copy of the appropriate package, simply create the module structure with 

getTemplateForDirectory as usual, then tell svn about it: svn add <module>. The module will be added to the 

repository on the next check-in of the containing package.  
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You can also create the module with getTemplateForDirectory outside of a working copy and then use import into the 

repository, but you must specify the full repository pathname for the module:  

svn import <module> $SVNREPO/<path/to/module> 

The first method is recommended, when possible, since it is less prone to errors.  Notice that vltsccm is no longer required 

for this operation.  

 

The property ―responsible‖ should also be added at module level; it will contain the responsible name of the module: 

It can be done using the command: svn propedit responsible . 

This will open a tmp file, with you default editor, where you can enter the value for the ―responsible‖  

Or using : svn propset responsible username . 

To list the properties and values use : svn proplist –v . 

 

9.4.2 How do I create a new package?  
Similar to the creation of a new module, you can create a new package (i.e. directory) yourself. In a working copy of the 

containing package, execute svn mkdir <package>. The package will be added to the repository on the next check-in of 

the containing package.  

 

9.4.3 How do I create a new assembly?  
Only vltsccm has the permissions to create a new assembly in an appropriate container (like Instrument, Interferometer, 

Telescope). Send an email to vltsccm with the name of the project and also supply the name/email address of the person 

responsible for the assembly who will be added as Assembly responsible (property). 

 

Then vltsccm will create all the corresponding directories under trunk, branches, tags (RC and Release). 

 

9.5 DELETION/RELOCATION 
9.5.1 How do I delete files from a module? 
To delete a file from a directory just run the command: 
svn rm file 

 

This will remove the file from the repository and from your local copy.  

You can also use a pattern to remove several files in one command: 

Ex: svn rm *.h 
 

The command status will list you the deleted files. 
 

NOTE: you can use the command revert to cancel your modification before the commit 
svn revert file 

OR using the option recursive for a directory  
svn revert -R . 

 

Example: 

HOS/seq/include > svn rm *Errors.h 

D         bobbyErrors.h 

D         seqErrors.h 

HOS/seq/include 1051 > svn status .     

D       bobbyErrors.h 

D       seqErrors.h 

HOS/seq/include 1052 > svn revert -R . 

Reverted 'bobbyErrors.h' 

Reverted 'seqErrors.h' 

 

This deletion will be effective in the repository upon the next commit. 
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NOTE: It is also possible to delete files or directories from the repository via an immediate commit, if you specify a URL.  

 

9.6 How do I relocate a module in the repository? 
 

To relocate and/or rename something use the command :  svn move 

 Again this can be done in your working copy and then be effective upon the next commit or directly in the repository using 

the URL. 
Example: 

svn move --parents  $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/MUSE/MS/mumcfg  

$SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/MUSE/CONFIG/mumcfg -m "move mumcfg under CONFIG sub-

directory" 

 

See also chapter 10.2.1.  

  

9.7 EXTERNALS 

Often it is necessary to override pre-installed modules with specific, usually newer versions, of the same. SVN provides with 
externals a handy mechanism to pull in parts of a tree from a different location in the repository, or even from a totally 

different repository. We use this to pull in individual modules or entire packages from other areas of the repository.  

It works by editing the svn:externals property on the top-level directory of an assembly. This property contains a list of 

"URL, path/to/dir" pairs, one per line. 

 all externals, regardless of their location (branch, tag, trunk) may always refer to a tag or to a specific revision (this 

is the preferred way)  

 externals set on the trunk or another development branch, may additionally be set to refer to the HEAD of a branch 

or trunk.  

 commits done at top-level of an assembly will ignore modules declared as externals  

 ACLs (Access Control List) may be used to prevent accidental (or intentional) archival of external modules.  

 

9.7.1 How do I add a new module to an assembly using external? 

In your working copy, at the top-level run svn propedit svn:externals .. This opens your editor to edit the property.  

When you are done, you need to commit your changes and update your working copy to actually pull in the externals. For 

more information, refer to the SVN book. A quick overview of the format of svn:externals is available via svn help propset. 

Note: We are using only the newer, Subversion 1.5 and later format of the property which supports relative URLs.  

Here is an example: for my assembly, I need to replace ―insc‖ with a specific version that has a feature I want to use. The 

module insc is in the repository at VLTSW/INS/insc and the final destination in the assembly is VLTSW_new/insc. 

$ svn propedit svn:externals . 

 

This will open the editor with a temp file for you to add/edit the properties. Enter the externals like this: 
-r136043 ^/trunk/VLTSW/INS/insc VLTSW_new/insc 

Save and exit the editor. 
 

The relative URL ^/trunk/VLTSW/INS/insc is equivalent to 

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/trunk/VLTSW/INS/insc 

 

To list the properties and values :  
$ svn proplist -v . 

Properties on '.': 

  svn:externals 
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    -r136043 ^/trunk/VLTSW/INS/insc VLTSW_new/insc 

 

The above commands will make sure that when the directory from which the working copy is extracted is updated (or 

extracted initially) the insc module is extracted as well and put in the specified location. 

 

In the previous example, running svn update . 

will add the revision 136043 of the module insc in the directory VLTSW_new of the assembly 

 

If you need the CMM tag version of a module, the external property will be:  
^/cmm-tags/1.18 VLTSW_new/insc 

 

If you run then the command svn status . , a ―M’ will appear in the second column in front of the directory to indicate 

the modification of the properties. 

 

Finally, commit your changes. You will see in the folder you added, the properties listed as 'modified'. This will write your 

external links to the server-side repo, so the next time you or anybody else pulls from the repository they will have the 

externals already attached. 

 

Note: there is a tool vltMakeSVNexternals which will generate the list of external from the pkgin config file (see …). 

 

10. ADVANCED PROCEDURES  

10.1 CREATION OF RELEASES  
10.1.1 Creating a release manually mixing revisions 
As integrator, you often need to select an earlier version of a part of the tree (a module or package), or even select a version 

from a different branch or tag.  

You will need a working copy of the appropriate trunk or branch as a starting point: 
svn checkout $SVNREPO/trunk/<path/to/assembly>  

Example with HAWKI: 

$ svn co $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI 

 A    HAWKI/MS 

 A    HAWKI/MS/hkmcfg 

 A    HAWKI/MS/hkmcfg/test 

 [...] 

 A    HAWKI/ICS/hki/ERRORS/hki_ERRORS 

 A    HAWKI/ICS/hki/ERRORS/HELP  

Checked out revision 196701.  

To go back in time with a part of your working copy use: svn update -r <desired-revision> <path/to/module>. 
You can use svn log <path/to/module> to find out about the version you want to use.  

Example:  

$ cd HAWKI/ICS 

$ svn log -l 4 -v hki 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r159990 | pbaksai | 2008-01-28 00:01:16 +0000 (Mon, 28 Jan 2008) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/ChangeLog 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/dbl/hkiPlot.db 

 

cmm hki/1.6: PPRS-25956: Modified plot ranges 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r154591 | mkiekebu | 2007-09-28 00:57:29 +0000 (Fri, 28 Sep 2007) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/ChangeLog 
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   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/config/lhkics1.scan 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/dbl/hkiMotor.db 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/dbl/hkiSIM_CONTROL.class 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/include/hkiErrors.h 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/src/hkiConfigSet.tcl 

 

cmm hki/1.5: removal of LPIN devices 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r152250 | mkiekebu | 2007-08-06 03:46:50 +0000 (Mon, 06 Aug 2007) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/ChangeLog 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/include/hkiErrors.h 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/include/hkiKeywords.h 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/include/hkiSERVER.h 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/src/hkiSERVER.C 

 

cmm hki/1.4: added INS.PIXSCALE keyword 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r152176 | mkiekebu | 2007-08-02 21:27:22 +0000 (Thu, 02 Aug 2007) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/ChangeLog 

   M /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki/dbl/hkiDig3.db 

 

cmm hki/1.3: corrected alarm dbl 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

$ svn update -r 152250 hki 

UU   hki/include/hkiErrors.h 

UU   hki/src/hkiConfigSet.tcl 

UU   hki/ChangeLog 

UU   hki/dbl/hkiMotor.db 

UU   hki/dbl/hkiSIM_CONTROL.class 

UU   hki/dbl/hkiPlot.db 

UU   hki/config/lhkics1.scan 

Updated to revision 152250. 

 

Then to see the status of the directory ICS with revision, just at first level of sub-

directories (modules):  

$ svn status -v --depth immediates 

            196701   180526 mkiekebu     . 

            196701   176925 mpruemm      hkiyo 

            196701   180526 mkiekebu     hkidev 

            196701   176927 mpruemm      hkils 

            196701   155108 mkiekebu     hkipan 

            152250   152250 mkiekebu     hki 

To select a version from a branch or tag, specify a new URL to the command switch::  

svn switch <url/of/tagged/module>[@<desired-revision>] <path/to/module> 

Example: 

$ cd ../MS 

$ svn switch $SVNREPO/cmm-tags/hkmcfg/1.14.1.2 hkmcfg 

 D    hkmcfg/src/hkmcfgSensorsList.tcl 

 UU   hkmcfg/src/Makefile 

 UU   hkmcfg/ChangeLog 

 UU   hkmcfg/config/hkmcfgOS.cfg 

 UU   hkmcfg/config/hkmcfgFILT1M.dbcfg 

 UU   hkmcfg/config/hkmcfgFILT2M.dbcfg 

 UU   hkmcfg/config/hkmcfgINS.cfg 

 UU   hkmcfg/config/hkmcfgSTART.cfg 
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 Updated to revision 196701. 

You can use svn status -u to find out about those changes in your working copy.  

$ cd .. 

$ svn status -u 

    S       196701   MS/hkmcfg 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/include/hkiErrors.h 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/src/hkiConfigSet.tcl 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/dbl/hkiSIM_CONTROL.class 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/dbl/hkiPlot.db 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/dbl/hkiMotor.db 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/config/lhkics1.scan 

        *   152250   ICS/hki/ChangeLog 

Status against revision: 196701 

To "freeze" such a mixed revision, create a new tag via : 

cd top-of-working-copy; svn copy . $SVNREPO/tags/<my-tag>  

Example: 

$ svn copy -m "Freezing this." . $SVNREPO/tags/RC/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/Feature-1 

 

Committed revision 196702. 

The verbose log message for the new tag tells you exactly what was changed, when and by whom: svn log -v -l 1 
$SVNREPO/tags/<my-tag>  

Example: 

$ svn log -v -l 1 $SVNREPO/tags/RC/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/Feature-1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r196702 | mpruemm | 2010-09-01 11:13:01 +0000 (Wed, 01 Sep 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   A /tags/RC/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/Feature-1 (from 

/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI:196701) 

   R /tags/RC/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/Feature-1/ICS/hki (from 

/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/ICS/hki:152250) 

   R /tags/RC/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/Feature-1/MS/hkmcfg (from /cmm-

tags/hkmcfg/1.14.1.2:196701) 

 

Freezing this. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

10.1.2 Tagging an assembly, as specified by a pkgin configuration module  

To tag an entire release version of an assembly, from an existing pkgin configuration (i.e. one which refers to CMM versions 

of modules), use the script vltMakeSVNtag. It needs three parameters: the name of the integration module (e.g. "xxins"), the 

CMM version of this module and the correct place in the hierarchy where to create the tag (e.g. "/branches/INS/XXXX/").  

The script will then automatically prepare a new working copy to be checked in into these coordinates using the supplied 

version number as name, e.g: 

vltMakeSVNtag xxins 5.57 /branches/INS/XXXX  

Note: pkgin is used to retrieve the list of modules with their versions and sub-directories. It may complain about environment 

variables not set that it needs to read all configuration files, e.g. $TARGET. Make sure that you have all necessary 

environment variables set to appropriate values.  
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This creates a new directory tagging-xxins-5.57 and inside a directory 5.57 with the typical structure of the template 

instrument. It is a full working copy that still needs to be checked in to the repository. The script tells you at the end how to 

do that: 

svn ci -m 'Created from cmm release xxins/5.57' tagging-xxins-5.57  

This step is not done automatically, to allow creating branches from fixed configurations in CMM and immediately modify 

them.  

The script uses a heuristic to determine which modules override pre-installed system modules. Everything in directories 

VLTSW* and *_new is taken to be an override. If more than three parameters are passed to the script, the extra parameters 

specify additional directories with overrides. These modules are not copied into the working copy, but instead the property 

svn: externals is set on the top-level directory. The effect is that a check-out of the tag will automatically check out these 

modules from appropriate places in the tree. For details, see the svn book.  

Modules entries versioned with LAST or LOCAL will lead to an error.  

You need to create the final destination directory manually yourself first.  

You need to set the environment variable SVNREPO before calling the script.  

Here is a sample run of the script, this time on version 5.51 of xxins:  

$ vltMakeSVNtag xxins 5.51 /branches/INS/XXXX 

tagging xxins 5.51 at /branches/INS/XXXX/5.51 

A         /dev/shm/Play/tagging-xxins-5.51/5.51 

A    5.51/xxins/test 

A    5.51/xxins/test/xxinsTestBuildCode 

[...many messages from checking out xxins...] 

Checked out revision 196700. 

A         5.51/xxins 

Retrieving dicXXXX 1.25 

Retrieving fcdxxxx 0.5 

Retrieving xxdirdcs 0.3 

Retrieving xxngcir 0.2 

Retrieving xxi 1.57 

Retrieving xxidev 1.24 

Retrieving xxipan 1.29 

Retrieving xxo 1.65 

Retrieving xxopan 1.35 

Retrieving xxotsf 1.18 

Retrieving xxoseq 1.49 

Retrieving xxmcfg 1.96 

Retrieving xxmtsf 1.4 

Retrieving xxmseq 1.6 

property 'svn:externals' set on '.' 

 

Created a new working copy from xxins/5.51. 

If you want to make further changes, cd tagging-xxins-5.51/5.51. 

When done, you need to check-in your changes: 

svn ci -m 'Created /branches/INS/XXXX/5.51 from CMM release xxins/5.51.' tagging-xxins-5.51 

After the commit is done, the result looks like:  

$ svn ls -v  $SVNREPO/branches/INS/XXXX/5.51/ 

 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 ./ 

 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 DCS/ 

 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 ICS/ 

 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 MS/ 
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 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 OS/ 

 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 dicXXXX/ 

 203857 mzampare              Oct 19 14:40 xxins/ 

 

10.1.3 How do I create the equivalent of a pkgin config file? 

I am a project manager and need to keep a specific version of all the modules produced by my co-workers under 

configuration control. How do I do this?  

In general, there shall be two areas, one where developers do 'their stuff', and an integration area, where you hand-pick which 

version of the files/modules you want to use. Specific versions of the modules will be copied to this integration area by 

means of the svn copy command.  

First retrieve the development branch (be that a branch or the trunk, is irrelevant) svn co $SVNREPO/trunk/ALPHA. Then, 

for the 'modules' which build-up ALPHA, consult the history and talk to the developers to identify the version you want for 

each module. If this is the exact trunk, you've got nothing else to do. If it is not, i.e. you want to revert to a previous version 

of a module ―BETA‖ (but could also of course be a package), then you need to do something like:  

cd ALPHA/BETA; svn update –r <version> . 

 

For your peace of mind, svn status –v –-depth=immediates confirms what is the current composition in your 

working copy, looking at the top-level subdirectories only. Omitting the –-depth=immediates option would recurse 

down, making it difficult to spot changes. A diff command can be used instead, by using the revision which was used when 

the checkout was done (this revision can be retrieved by doing svn info .)  : 

(from BETA) svn diff -r194330 .  

Notice that nothing has been committed to the repository yet. A commit to the repository is then done with:  

(from ALPHA) svn cp . $SVNREPO/tags/RC/ALPHA/<MyTag>     which will copy the content of the working copy of 

ALPHA into the URL above.  

At this stage the svn log command may be executed by anyone willing to find out the exact composition of the tag by 

doing:  

   

  svn log -v  $SVNREPO/tags/RC/ALPHA/<MyTag>   e.g. 

  svn log -v -l 1 $SVNREPO/tags/RC/ALPHA-tag-2 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r194327 | mzampare | 2010-08-25 14:59:06 +0000 (Wed, 25 Aug 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   A /tags/RC/ALPHA-tag-2 (from /trunk/ALPHA-branch:194326) 

   R /tags/RC/ALPHA-tag-2/P1/M3 (from /trunk/ALPHA-branch/P1/M3:194325) 

 

 tagging tag 2 

The output is to be interpreted as saying that this tag (actually this URL) was added from /trunk/ALPHA-branch revision: 

194326 with the path M3 "R"eplaced from /trunk/ALPHA-branch/P1/M3. 

 

10.1.4 Creating the external list for an Assembly from the pkgin configuration module 

The first time you checkout an assembly from the trunk, you will have to update the svn:external property in order to 

override  some common modules as specified in the pkgin configuration module (e.g. hkins), before you can build.  

A script has been created to help you creating this external list: vltMakeSVNexternals. 

This script has to be run on the corresponding *ins module : 

Example: 

$ cd HAWKI 
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$ vltMakeSVNexternals hkins 

External autlog 1.65 from /cmm-tags/autlog/1.65 

… 

It will create a file _externals with the content for the property svn:externals, referring modules in  the 

$SVNREPO/cmm-tags location.  

Then just run : svn propset --file _externals svn:externals . 

Example with HAWKI: 

$ svn propset --file _externals svn:externals . 

property 'svn:externals' set on '.' 

# svn proplist -v . 

Properties on '.': 

  svn:externals 

    ^/cmm-tags/autlog/1.65 COMMON/autlog 

    … 

The command svn update .  will now fetch the external repositories and place them into the folders specified.  

Finally, commit your changes. 

 

10.1.5 How do I create a new version of an assembly which differs from another one by just one module?  
The following table shows how to create a tag 2.24 for the project CRIRES, which differs from the tag 2.32.1.1 by merely 

one module, namely crocal, which is taken from the trunk, latest version. 

 

svn co --depth=empty $SVNREPO/tags/RC/crins  Make a local working copy with the top 

level of the area where release candidates 

for the CRIRES project (crins) normally go. 

Notice that you do not check out the existing 

ones.  
cd crins/ 

svn cp $SVNREPO/tags/RC/crins/2.32.1.1 2.24  
Retrieve the version 2.32.1.1 and name it 

2.24 in your local working copy.  
cd 2.24/CRIRES/OS/ 

svn remove crocal 

rm -fr crocal/ 

Remove a particular module (crocal)  

svn stat . Confirm that everything is as expected.  
svn cp 

$SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/CRIRES/CRIRES/OS/crocal 

. 

ls 

svn stat .  

Copy the latest version (trunk) of the 

specific module, verify it is there and verify 

status of your working copy.  

cd ../../.. 

ll 

svn ci . 

Do final commit.  

svn log -l1 -v $SVNREPO/tags/RC/crins/2.24  query the repository for confirmation  
The last command produces:  
r203838 | mzampare | 2010-09-29 14:05:34 +0000 (Wed, 29 Sep 2010) | 2 lines 
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Changed paths: 

   A /tags/RC/crins/2.24 (from /tags/RC/crins/2.32.1.1:203837) 

   R /tags/RC/crins/2.24/CRIRES/OS/crocal (from 

/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/CRIRES/CRIRES/OS/crocal:203837) 

 

RC 2.24 from 2.32.1.1 created. 

 

10.2 RELOCATING STUFF  
10.2.1 The directory in which I wanted to commit does not exist any longer  
I was committing my change, when SVN told me that the directory in which I wanted to commit does not exist any longer. 

What's going on?  

The ultimate reason may be insufficient communication across your project. Each branch in the tree ideally corresponds to an 

item in the product tree, and should have a project responsible person, who knows who is actually working on this part of the 

tree, and takes care that everyone concerned is notified of changes happing from that branch downwards. Notice that while 

the renaming/relocating items feature of SVN may cause occasional havoc, it can be extremely powerful (for restructuring / 

refactoring) if used wisely.  

 

10.3 BRANCHING AND MERGING  
This section explains the fundamentals of branching and merging. The part concerning the conflict resolution is normally not 

needed by first-time readers and is usually necessary at an advanced stage of the project. 

 

 

10.3.1 How do I open a branch for development ?  
The repository location which contains branches for a given assembly may only be created by VLTSCCM in /branches. The 

reason for this restriction is purely procedural. It should be avoided to clutter the tree, most notably the areas containing 

assemblies, with unnecessary path names or with paths which do not follow accepted naming conventions.  

when creating branches it is convenient not to use local copies and shell globbing (*) in the copy command. Instead, use 

URL copies whenever possible. The reason for this is that in the former way, the original timestamp and author information 

will be kept. 

Private branches, e.g. to try things can be still created in $SVNREPO/sandbox/. The developer is responsible for 

managing the names within that directory should use a periodic check that branches get closed sandbox permissions can be 

*=rw, pre-commit hook checks that user can create only his own directory.  

10.3.2 How do I checkout a branch ?  
You should specify from Linux a second parameter to the checkout command, so that your local working copy contains both 

the name of the branch, and that of the project, e.g.:  
svn co $SVNREPO/branches/ARAL/DEV-1  ARAL/DEV-1/ 

 

10.3.3 At which level do I create a branch?  
Considering that opening a branch on the entire assembly (i.e. instrument), does not add additional costs, the preferred 

solution to branching is that it is done at assembly level.  

 

10.3.4 How do I merge from main trunk into a branch (and vice versa)?  
Go first to your working copy of the branch, restrict the range of changes you wish to merge as appropriate, determine the 

high level impact of a merge (modifications, additions, deletions and conflicts) by using  
svn merge --dry-run -r R1:R2 $SVNREPO/trunk/<path/to/assembly> . 

 

You must read the SVN book's relevant chapter on ―Branching and Merging‖ and be aware of the possibility of the repeated-

merge problem.  

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/branches/Interferometer/ARAL/DEV-1
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn.branchmerge.html
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In the working copy of the branch, make sure that everything is clean (note that in the example below there is no output from 

svn status), then merge the changes from the trunk:  

$ declare -p EDITOR 

declare -x EDITOR="nedit-client -wait" 

$ 

$ cd pkgin-tmoar 

$ svn status 

$ svn merge $SVNREPO/trunk/VLTSW/INS/pkgin 

--- Merging r203896 through r203900 into '.': 

U    src/pkginINSTALLATION.tcl 

Conflict discovered in 'ChangeLog'. 

Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e) edit, 

        (mc) mine-conflict, (tc) theirs-conflict, 

        (s) show all options: s 

 

  (e)  edit             - change merged file in an editor 

  (df) diff-full        - show all changes made to merged file 

  (r)  resolved         - accept merged version of file 

 

  (dc) display-conflict - show all conflicts (ignoring merged version) 

  (mc) mine-conflict    - accept my version for all conflicts (same) 

  (tc) theirs-conflict  - accept their version for all conflicts (same) 

 

  (mf) mine-full        - accept my version of entire file (even non-conflicts) 

  (tf) theirs-full      - accept their version of entire file (same) 

 

  (p)  postpone         - mark the conflict to be resolved later 

  (l)  launch           - launch external tool to resolve conflict 

  (s)  show all         - show this list 

 

Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e) edit, 

        (mc) mine-conflict, (tc) theirs-conflict, 

        (s) show all options:  

List the conflicts for file ChangeLog? :  

        (s) show all options: dc   display conflicts 

<<<<<<< MINE (select with 'mc') (1,10) 

Fri Oct 08 00:14:28 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129.1.2  

        removed mktag, replaced by vltMakeSVNtag added in vlt module 

Thu Aug 19 17:19:33 2010 <mpruemm@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129.1.1 

 

     * src/pkginMODULE.tcl, pkginLIBRARY.tcl: in ShowVersions, if showing 

   the directory, show the type (MODULE/LIBRARY) too. This is needed 

   for tagging in subversion. 

 * src/pkginTagInfo.tcl: added to support mktag. 

 * src/mktag: added. 

  

||||||| ORIGINAL (1,0) 

======= 

Tue Oct 19 15:28:37 2010 <abalestr@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.130  

       * implemented SPR no. VLTSW20090190 (CLEAN step behavior) 

>>>>>>> THEIRS (select with 'tc') (1,2) 

Mon May 31 11:50:42 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129  

       src/pkginEnvInit.tcl: added vxroot and vx_vw_base_start initialization 

Wed May 19 14:45:10 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.128  

Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e) edit, (r) resolved, 

        (mc) mine-conflict, (tc) theirs-conflict, 

        (s) show all options: 

https://websqa.hq.eso.org/sdd/bin/edit/SED/ChangeLog?topicparent=SED.HowToWorkWithSvn
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The trunk has a different message at the head of the ChangeLog? than the branch. Solve this by editing the file and 

combining the messages in the correct order.  

        (s) show all options: e 

 ... edit file, save when done ... 

Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e) edit, (r) resolved, 

        (mc) mine-conflict, (tc) theirs-conflict, 

        (s) show all options: 

Another look at the diffs shows that everything is OK now and the conflict can be marked as resolved.  

        (s) show all options: df 

--- /tmp/tempfile.3.tmp Fri Nov  5 08:54:06 2010 

+++ .svn/tmp/ChangeLog.4.tmp Fri Nov  5 08:55:17 2010 

@@ -1,3 +1,19 @@ 

+Tue Oct 19 15:28:37 2010 <abalestr@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.130  

+  

+       * implemented SPR no. VLTSW20090190 (CLEAN step behavior) 

+ 

+Fri Oct 08 00:14:28 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129.1.2  

+ 

+        removed mktag, replaced by vltMakeSVNtag added in vlt module 

+ 

+Thu Aug 19 17:19:33 2010 <mpruemm@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129.1.1 

+ 

+     * src/pkginMODULE.tcl, pkginLIBRARY.tcl: in ShowVersions, if showing 

+   the directory, show the type (MODULE/LIBRARY) too. This is needed 

+   for tagging in subversion. 

+ * src/pkginTagInfo.tcl: added to support mktag. 

+ * src/mktag: added. 

+ 

 Mon May 31 11:50:42 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129  

        src/pkginEnvInit.tcl: added vxroot and vx_vw_base_start initialization 

 Wed May 19 14:45:10 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.128  

Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e) edit, (r) resolved, 

        (mc) mine-conflict, (tc) theirs-conflict, 

        (s) show all options: r   conflict now resolved 

U    ChangeLog 

$ head ChangeLog          double check the changes 

Tue Oct 19 15:28:37 2010 <abalestr@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.130  

  

       * implemented SPR no. VLTSW20090190 (CLEAN step behavior) 

 

Fri Oct 08 00:14:28 2010 <sfeyrin@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129.1.2  

 

        removed mktag, replaced by vltMakeSVNtag added in vlt module 

 

Thu Aug 19 17:19:33 2010 <mpruemm@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.129.1.1 

What has changed in the working copy? The svn merge command has automatically updated 

src/pkginINSTALLATION.tcl, then ChangeLog was edited manually to resolve the merge conflict. However, svn status 
shows also that some property on directory "." has changed (the M in the second column of the first line). An svn diff 
reveals the details.  

$ svn status 

 M      .   M in second column! 

M       ChangeLog 

M       src/pkginINSTALLATION.tcl 

$ svn diff 

 

https://websqa.hq.eso.org/sdd/bin/edit/SED/ChangeLog?topicparent=SED.HowToWorkWithSvn
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Property changes on: . 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Added: svn:mergeinfo 

   Merged /trunk/VLTSW/INS/pkgin:r203896-203900 

 

Index: ChangeLog 

=================================================================== 

--- ChangeLog (revision 203900) 

+++ ChangeLog (working copy) 

@@ -1,5 +1,11 @@ 

+Tue Oct 19 15:28:37 2010 <abalestr@te13.134.171.15.11>  pkgin version: 1.130  

+  

+       * implemented SPR no. VLTSW20090190 (CLEAN step behavior) 

+ 

...file diffs not shown... 

Subversion keeps track of which changes have been merged in property svn:mergeinfo. In the example, it shows that all 

changes on the trunk since the branch was started were merged.  

The next step consists of committing the changes to the repository.  

$ svn ci -m "Merged from trunk." 

Sending        . 

Sending        ChangeLog 

Sending        src/pkginINSTALLATION.tcl 

Transmitting file data .. 

Committed revision 203902. 

$ svn log -l 2 -v 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203902 | mpruemm | 2010-11-05 09:01:31 +0000 (Fri, 05 Nov 2010) | 2 lines 

Changed paths: 

   M /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar 

   M /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar/ChangeLog 

   M /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar/src/pkginINSTALLATION.tcl 

 

Merged from trunk. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203898 | mpruemm | 2010-11-04 16:27:46 +0000 (Thu, 04 Nov 2010) | 2 lines 

Changed paths: 

   M /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar/ChangeLog 

   M /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar/src/Makefile 

   D /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar/src/mktag 

   M /sandbox/mpruemm/pkgin-tmoar/src/pkginTagInfo.tcl 

 

Moved mktag from pkgin to vltMakeSVNtag. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Now the latest changes on the trunk are also on the branch. The branch is still open and more work needs to be done. Files are 

edited and eventually checked in with svn ci.  

$ svn ci 

Sending        ChangeLog 

Sending        src/pkginINSTALL.tcl 

Sending        src/pkginINSTALLATION.tcl 

Sending        src/pkginMODULE.tcl 

Transmitting file data .... 

Committed revision 203903. 
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Just in case that there were other changes on the trunk, another merge is performed. This time, the merge has no complaints, 

and also nothing to do. However, svn status reveals that again a property has changed: svn:mergeinfo has been updated to 

indicate that all changes up to the current revision of the repository have been merged in to the branch.  

$ svn merge $SVNREPO/trunk/VLTSW/INS/pkgin 

$ svn status 

 M      .   M in second column! 

$ svn proplist -v . 

Properties on '.': 

  svn:mergeinfo 

    /trunk/VLTSW/INS/pkgin:203896-203903  compare with previous contents, above 

$ svn diff 

 

Property changes on: . 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Modified: svn:mergeinfo 

   Merged /trunk/VLTSW/INS/pkgin:r203901-203903 

 

10.3.5 How do I find out what is the base of a branch?  
Use the svn log --verbose --stop-on-copy , the last revision mentioned will be the one from which the branch was 

created.  

10.3.6 How do I undo the  last (accidental) commit? 
Note the revision number (e.g. 215215) of the change you want to undo using the svn log command. Then do a ―reverse 

merge‖ of the change: 
svn merge –c –215215 . 

Note the dash in front of the revision number. 
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11. SVN USAGE FOR VLT PROJECTS 

The difference between RC and Release paths in the SVN archive depends to the meaning that the project assigns to 

them. In the following it is assumed that a Release is a configuration of a software project after it has been commissioned to 

the customer, where a RC is everything where an integration cycle has been applied.  

In the following <PL> stands for Patch Level, which is used for Releases. <NUMBER> is used for a RC. <PL> is of the 

form pl1, whereas <NUMBER> is of the form -1.  

The project manager (or the developers, as delegated by him) creates an (intermediate) release candidate ( 1 ) by copying the 

trunk to /tags/RC/<Assembly>/<Label>-<NUMBER> , where <NUMBER> starts at 1.  

Then it is up to the Project Manager/Developers to create the needed subdirectories.  

11.1 Instrument  

 

The text below describes the marked steps (ex: ) of the SVN lifetime of instrument, see picture above. For example ( 1 

) in the text refers to the step of the picture.  

For an instrument, the purpose of the trunk is the installation and operation at the customer's site (Paranal).  
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11.1.1 Phase 1: Development  

First part is the development by consortia and/or Garching. Some tags for release candidates (RC1, RC2,...) are made from 

the trunk until maturity or deadline, whichever comes first.  

Those release candidates will be used to run pre-integration testing (ex in VCM), or for the commissioning.  

The project manager (or the developers, as delegated by him) creates an (intermediate) release candidate ( 1 ) by copying the 

trunk to /tags/RC/=<Assembly>/<Label>-<NUMBER> , where <NUMBER> starts at 1.  

$ svn cp --parents $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI $SVNREPO/tags/RC/HAWKI/RC-1 -m 

"Getting first RC." 

Committed revision 203885. 

The <Label>-<NUMBER> can be communicated to the integrator who applies a test cycle to the 

/tags/RC/<Assembly>/<Label>-<NUMBER> .  

$ svn co -q $SVNREPO/tags/RC/HAWKI/RC-1 HAWKI 

$ run tests for example on the VCM... 

The integrator may as well have been using systems to continually integrate the latest developments on the trunk (NRI..)...  

Developers continue to work on the trunk until maturity or deadline. When the commissioning is approaching a new RC is 

prepared ( 2 ).  

11.1.2 Phase 2: Commissioning  

The commissioning takes place starting with a RC.  

This tagged version of the assembly is checked out, built and installed on the operational machine. In this case, an inspection 

of the vltMakeInstall.log reveals the URL from which the modules were copied.  

Assuming, as is in general case, that modules require fixing during commissioning, changes are carried out on the /trunk ( 3 ). 

Once the installed version of a module is ok, the changes are committed, and the module reinstalled, so that no module 

version with a + sign appears in the vltMakeInstall.log of the operational machine (and the trunk URL is shown instead). An 

example is shown:  

$ svn co --username  landolfa  $SVNREPO/tags/RC/HAWKI/RC-3  HAWKI 

[OUTPUT NOT SHOWN] 

$ cd HAWKI && pkginBuild hkins --step BUILD_MOD 

[OUTPUT NOT SHOWN] 

$INTROOT/vltMakeInstall.log now contains references to tags/RC/HAWKI/RC-3 and bug fixing may start.  

$ cd HAWKI/ICS/hkils/src 

 

$ vi hkilsDeviceCmds.c  

$ make all install 

[testing] 

 

$ svn stat .. 

M       ../src/hkilsDeviceCmds.c 

 

$ svn ci --username landolfa  -m "fixing important bug" . 

Sending        src/hkilsDeviceCmds.c 

svn: Commit failed (details follow): 

svn: access to '/p1/!svn/ver/203904/tags/RC/HAWKI/RC-3/ICS/hkils/src/hkilsDeviceCmds.c' 

forbidden 

What is going on? A normal user has no permissions to commit changes to a working copy which came from a tag, the 

working copy needs therefore to be switched back to what it originally came from, the trunk:  
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$cd ../../../../ 

 

$ svn switch --username landolfa $SVNREPO/trunk/Intrument/Paranal/HAWKI HAWKI 

Authentication realm: <http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org:80> p1 SVN Repository 

Password for 'landolfa':  

At revision 203911. 

 

$ svn st HAWKI  

M       HAWKI/ICS/hkils/src/hkilsDeviceCmds.c 

 

$ cd HAWKI/ICS/hkils 

$ svn ci --username landolfa -m "this fix saves the day" . 

Sending        hkils/src/hkilsDeviceCmds.c 

Transmitting file data . 

Committed revision 203912. 

 

cd src && make install 

It should be noticed that the user could have switched only the modules which require a modification, thus leading to a mixed 

revision situation (http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn-book.html#svn.basic.in-action.mixedrevs). In general, the file 

system may be left to contain a mixture of modules coming from the trunk and some coming from the initial tag. What 

matters though is merely the fact that they are all the latest version on the trunk.  

After bug fixes and acceptance of Paranal ( 4 ), the commissioning team tags the /trunk folder by copying it into 

/tags/Release/<Assembly>/<Label>.  

$ svn cp $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI \ 

            $SVNREPO/tags/Release/HAWKI/REL-1 --parents -m "First Release " 

 

Committed revision 203888. 

 

11.1.3 Phase 3: Operation/Maintenance  

At this stage, the ownership change takes place. There are no features being developed on the trunk which will not make it to 

the customer in a short term.  

Bug fixes/ new short term feature  

The bug fixes/new features are implemented on the /trunk ( 5 ) and once accepted again a new Release tag is created by 

copying the trunk into /tags/Release/<Assembly>/<Label> ( 6 ). Each time the Release label is increased (REL 2, REL 

3,....) and the <Label> with the highest number to be found in /tags/Release/<Assembly> is understood to be the latest 

applicable.  

It should be noticed that the latest version of a module on the trunk will always be the applicable one (and the creation of a 

tag itself is merely done to have a more descriptive label than a revision number).  

New, more long term feature (porting...) : Feature Branches  

Some external circumstances (OS change, VLTSW change, hw change, or adaptation to hw failures or misbehavior, ...) might 

require the opening of a feature branch ( 7 ). For example, let's suppose the instrument is running on VLT2010. Since it is 

anticipated that a new version of VLTSW, VLT2011, will be commissioned, a branch is opened.  

A feature branch is a temporary branch created to work on a complex/long term change without interfering with the stability 

of /trunk. Unlike release branches (which may need to be supported forever, see VLTSW), feature branches are born, used for 

a while, merged back to the trunk, then ultimately deleted. They have a finite span of usefulness.(see http://svnbook.red-

bean.com/nightly/en/svn-book.html#svn.branchmerge.commonpatterns.feature)  

When a new branch is needed, the project manager creates a new release path /branches/<Assembly>/<Label> from the 

/trunk with the following commands:  

http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn-book.html#svn.basic.in-action.mixedrevs
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn-book.html#svn.branchmerge.commonpatterns.feature
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/nightly/en/svn-book.html#svn.branchmerge.commonpatterns.feature
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$ svn cp --username mkiekebu -m "creating branch for HAWKI 2012" \ 

    $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI@195811 $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 

 

Committed revision 203882. 

A later svn command reveals where it was created from:  

$ svn log -l1 -v $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203882 | mkiekebu | 2010-10-29 12:39:58 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   A /branches/HAWKI/2012 (from /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI:195811) 

 

creating branch for HAWKI-2012 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The developers copy all their respective modules (branch/tag is a svn copy function), in fact all the modules which build up 

the release, into this /branches/<Assembly>/<Label> folder. The tree structure is identical to the one they can find in the 

/trunk/<Assembly> tree. Also entire packages may be copied; the modules which do not require modifications will simply 

show no difference when compared with the location in the repository from which they originated.  

In the following there are some examples of what can be done within a branch.  

1. the latest module from a trunk is replaced by a previous version from the same trunk and copied on the branch 

(downgrading).  

$ svn co $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 HAWKI/ 

[OUTPUT NOT SHOWN] 

 

$ cd HAWKI/DCS 

$ svn rm hkacq 

D         hkacq/CIT 

D         hkacq/ALARMS/HELP 

D         hkacq/ALARMS 

D         hkacq/test 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq2.h 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq4n.h 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq4.h 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq4nFo.h 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq4Fo.h 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq.h 

D         hkacq/include/hkacq1.h 

..... 

..... 

D         hkacq/man 

D         hkacq/sounds 

D         hkacq/ERRORS/HELP 

D         hkacq/ERRORS 

D         hkacq 

$ rm -fr  hkacq 

$ svn status . 

D       hkacq 

$ svn cp $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/DCS/hkacq@178556 . 

A    hkacq/test 

A    hkacq/ALARMS 

A    hkacq/man/man1 

....... 

....... 

A    hkacq/man/man2 

A    hkacq/man/man3 

A    hkacq/sounds 

A    hkacq/ERRORS 

A    hkacq/ERRORS/HELP 
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Checked out revision 178556. 

A         hkacq 

An inspection with svn status reveals that the module is scheduled for addition and also has a previous history (look up the 

svn book for a comprehensive listing of the many outputs from the svn status command).  

$ svn status 

A  +    hkacq 

$ svn ci -m "downgrading hkacq" . 

Adding         DCS/hkacq 

 

Committed revision 203883. 

As a verification:  

$ svn log -v --stop-on-copy  $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012/DCS/hkacq 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203883 | sfeyrin | 2010-10-29 12:58:28 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   R /branches/HAWKI/2012/DCS/hkacq (from /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/DCS/hkacq:178556) 

 

downgrading hkacq 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2. The developers make the necessary modifications on the modules in the branch:  

$ cd HAWKI/ICS/hkiyo/src/ 

$ vi hkiyoServer.c 

$ svn stat . 

M       hkiyoServer.c 

$ cd ../.. 

$ svn ci -m "Changing alignment coordinates for interstellar polarimeter transmogriphier" 

hkiyo 

Sending        hkiyo/src/hkiyoServer.c 

Transmitting file data . 

Committed revision 203884. 

If needed (ex for integration testing) the project manager (or a developer, as delegated by the project manager) can create a 

release candidate by copying the branch to /tags/RC/<Assembly>/<Label>-<NUMBER>, where <NUMBER> starts at 1.  

$ svn cp --parents $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 $SVNREPO/tags/RC/HAWKI/2012-1 -m "Getting 

first RC." 

 

Committed revision 203885. 

Depending upon the outcome, developers may need to fix the issues encountered in the branch:  

$ cd ICS/hkipan/src 

 

$ vi Makefile 

 

$ svn ci --username mzampare -m "We globally leverage others 

professional meta-services as well as to conveniently integrate 

competitive solutions in order to solve business  problems." . 

Authentication realm:  p1 SVN Repository 

Password for 'mzampare':  

Sending        Makefile 

Transmitting file data . 

Committed revision 203886. 

 

$ svn log -v  $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 | head -20 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203886 | mzampare | 2010-10-29 13:11:38 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   M /branches/HAWKI/2012/ICS/hkipan/src/Makefile 
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We globally leverage others professional meta-services as well as to conveniently 

integrate competitive solutions in order to solve business problems. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203884 | sfeyrin | 2010-10-29 13:01:24 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   M /branches/HAWKI/2012/ICS/hkiyo/src/hkiyoServer.c 

 

Changing alignment coordinates for interstellar polarimeter transmogriphier 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203883 | sfeyrin | 2010-10-29 12:58:28 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   R /branches/HAWKI/2012/DCS/hkacq (from /trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI/DCS/hkacq:178556) 

 

downgrading hkacq 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203882 | sfeyrin | 2010-10-29 12:39:58 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

...... 

 

$ svn cp $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 $SVNREPO/tags/RC/HAWKI/2012-2 -m "Getting new RC." 

 

Committed revision 203887. 

The changes done on this branch are then merged into the main trunk as soon as the anticipated external event takes place. It 

is recommended that before such a merge takes place, any pending changes (i.e. not certified) on the /trunk/ are certified 

and tagged as new Release (REL N) ( 9 ).  

To make the final merge to the trunk easier, it is also recommended to regularly merge trunk changes to the branch ( 8 ). And 
when the synchronized feature branch is ready to be merged back to the trunk, begin by doing a final merge of the latest trunk 

changes to the branch. When that's done, the latest versions of branch and trunk will be absolutely identical except for the 

branch changes.  

The merge ( 10 ) will be done using the following SVN command:  

$ cd trunk-working-copy 

$ svn update 

$ svn merge --reintegrate ....[TODO] 

 

# we switch to a trunk Working Copy for the Assembly HAWKI 

$svn switch $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI HAWKI 

# 

$cd HAWKI/hkmgar/config/ 

# 

# do an example modification 

# 

$vi hkmgarTEST.cfg  

# 

# commit the change 

$svn ci --username landolfa -m "VLTSW20110032" . 

# 

# at a later moment in time, the changes on the trunk have to be 

brought "up" to the branch. 

 

$ cd landolfa/ 

# replacing (switching) the trunk with the branch working copy. 

# 

$ svn switch --username landolfa $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012  HAWKI 

# 

# bringing the changes done in the meantime to the turnk to the 2012 branch 

# 

$ svn merge $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI HAWKI/ 
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--- Merging r205746 through r205760 into 'HAWKI': 

U    HAWKI/ICS/hkiyo/src/hkiyoServer.c 

U    HAWKI/ICS/hkipan/src/Makefile 

 

# checking the results 

#  

$ svn diff  

[outputp not shown] 

# doing the real merge, e.g. committing the changes 

# 

$ svn ci HAWKI -m "Merged with trunk" 

U    HAWKI/ICS/hkiyo/src/hkiyoServer.c 

U    HAWKI/ICS/hkipan/src/Makefile 

 U   HAWKI 

Updated to revision 205760. 

# 

#  

 

$ svn switch $SVNREPO/trunk/Instruments/Paranal/HAWKI HAWKI 

$ svn info HAWKI 

$ svn merge  $SVNREPO/branches/HAWKI/2012 HAWKI/ 

--- Merging r205746 through r205761 into 'HAWKI': 

U    HAWKI/hkmgar/config/hkmgarTEST.cfg 

U    HAWKI/ICS/hkiyo/src/hkiyoServer.c 

U    HAWKI/ICS/hkipan/src/Makefile 

# notice the appearance in the above list of the hkmgarTEST.cfg, 

# because it was also modified on the branch, by a different user 

#  

$ svn ci --username landolfa HAWKI/ -m  "Merging back the branch 2012 into the trunk" 

Sending        HAWKI 

Sending        HAWKI/ICS/hkipan/src/Makefile 

Sending        HAWKI/ICS/hkiyo/src/hkiyoServer.c 

Sending        HAWKI/hkmgar/config/hkmgarTEST.cfg 

Transmitting file data ... 

Committed revision 205762. 

After the merge, the branch can be closed (deleted with svn rm), to make it disappear from the HEAD. It will nonetheless 

remain available for reference in the repository. Then a new RC (for a properly named Release tag) can be created for testing. 

During technical time the RC will be tested and when accepted a new tag REL N+1 created  
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11.2 VLTSW  

 

The text below describes the marked steps (ex: ) of the SVN lifetime of VLTSW, see picture above.  

For the VLT Common software, the principle of release branch is used. In this way, developers can keep writing new features 

while integration teams take time to test supposedly-stable versions of the software. Or developers can continue to support 

older, released versions of software, with the notion of patch level The branch remains open as long as the release is still 

installed at Paranal.  

11.2.1 Main Development  
The main development of VLTSW takes place on the /trunk/ until a feature freeze occurs. The developers archive their 

modifications on modules in the trunk ( 1 ). The distribution frequency of VLTROOT to be done before the feature freeze 

takes place will continue to be the same (roughly twice a week), and changes will have to be made so that the extracted 

revision number can be easily identified.  

11.2.1.1 Release branch:  

When feature-freeze for VLTSW <Label> (format VLTxxxx) is reached, a release branch to the appropriate <Label> is 

then made from the /trunk ( 2 ). VLTSCCM creates a new release path /branches/VLTSW/<Label>; with the following 

commands:  

$ svn cp --username sfeyrin -m "creating branch for VLT2012" \ 

    $SVNREPO/trunk/VLTSW@195811 $SVNREPO/branches/VLTSW/VLT2012 
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Committed revision 203882. 

SVN command to show where it was created from:  

$ svn log -l1 -v $SVNREPO/branches/VLTSW/VLT2012 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

r203882 | sfeyrin | 2010-10-29 12:39:58 +0000 (Fri, 29 Oct 2010) | 1 line 

Changed paths: 

   A /branches/VLTSW/VLT2012 (from /trunk/VLTSW:195811) 

 

creating branch for VLT2012 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

From this moment onwards, the trunk may be used to introduce features or do other changes which are not intended for the 

<Label> delivery of the VLTSW, but rather for the one after. It should be noticed that the timing of this branching operation 

is crucial, and that by the time the development is branches off all features necessary for the release will have already been 

implemented. This is primarily a project management issue which involves the synchronization of all the members in the 

development team. Should they not be all ready at the same time, svn copy commands may also be issued at a later moment 

in time  

Then Release candidates are issued for testing and possibly as prerelease. VLTSCCM creates a release candidate ( 3 ) by 

copying the branch to /tags/RC/VLTSW/<Label>-<NUMBER>, where <NUMBER> starts at 1  

$ svn cp --parents $SVNREPO/branches/VLTSW/VLT2012 $SVNREPO/tags/RC/VLTSW/VLT2012-1 -m 

"Getting first RC." 

 

Committed revision 203885. 

The <Label>-<NUMBER> is communicated to the integrator who applies a test cycle to the /tags/RC/VLTSW/<Label>-

<NUMBER>.  

$ svn co -q $SVNREPO/tags/RC/VLTSW/VLT2012-1 VLTSW 

$ run tests on the VCM... 

The integrator may as well have been using systems to continually integrate the latest developments on the branch.  

Depending upon the outcome, developers may need to fix the issues encountered in the branch.  

It is recommended to regularly merge back into the main development trunk, to incorporate the bug fixing obtained from 

testing, commissioning into the code base for the next release ( 4 ).  

It should be possible to correctly identify when merge operations have already taken place in the log.  

11.2.1.2 Paranal tests/Release  

When the release is ready and Paranal field test approaching, a new Release candidate should be created ( 5 ).  

The RC is tested and bug fixes performed on the branch (switch necessary). After Paranal acceptance, the release branch is 

tagged, copying the branch into /tags/Release/VLTSW/<Label> ( 6 ):  

$ svn cp $SVNREPO/branches/VLTSW/VLT2012 $SVNREPO/tags/Release/VLTSW/VLT2012 --parents -m 

"VLT2012 Release " 

 

Committed revision 203888. 

This process repeats so that when the next VLTSW release is complete (VLT2013), a new release branch is created ( 8 ), 

tested, tagged, and released. And the previous release is in "maintenance" mode. Before the feature freeze for the next release 

takes place, a merge is supposed to have taken place at least ( 7 ).  
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11.2.1.3 Maintenance:  

During operations, bugs encountered are fixed on the release branch and when the modification is tested/accepted by Paranal 

a Release is prepared incrementing each time the patch level ( 9 ).  
$ svn cp $SVNREPO/branches/VLTSW/VLT2012 $SVNREPO/tags/Release/VLSTW/VLT2012-pl1 --parents -m 

"VLT2010 patch level 1." 

 

Committed revision 203889.  

The fact that this operation has been effectively carried out is revealed by inspecting the output of svn log.  

The /branches/VLTSW/<Label> is understood to serve the purpose of fixing problems discovered during operations, and 

should not be used to introduce new features.  

If the VLTSW release is used to freeze some instruments (ex: VLT2010) the branch will be kept as long as the instrument is 

running at Paranal. In that case only, the branch will first be used to fix the problems discovered during operations and then 

for maintenance to satisfy some feature requests on those instruments.  
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12. SVN AND STANDARDS ENFORCEMENT  

CMM was good at enforcing standard practices. In principle almost the same can be done with SVN, via the hooks 

mechanism. At the moment the only currently foreseen standard enforcement mechanisms are:  

 forcing users to enter non empty comments upon commit.  

 preventing commits in object and bin directories of a module 

 allowing only extensions contained in a list.  

Modifications of the hooks may only be done through the vltsccm  role. In general, the VLT Programming Standards are 

still applicable to the development process, but with SVN not all the rules will be enforceable.  

 

13. ACCESS CONTROL  
Access Control is managed by vltsccm. Like for CMM, in SVN users may be added to one or more groups. A big deficit is 

that groups cannot be made of groups, so there is no efficient handling of hierarchical organigram-like structures. The fact 

that SVN allows a tree-like structure implies that much confusion may ensue. In order to prevent users from cluttering the 

top-level areas of a tree, the permissions are set in such a way that only vltsccm may create new assemblies in the /trunk/ .  

 

13.1 Using Shared Accounts  

Subversion requires a user name and password to access the repository. The user name usually corresponds to the Unix 

account name. To avoid having to enter the password for every single svn command, it is easiest to let svn remember the 
credentials in its configuration area in $HOME/.subversion.  

Credentials are tied to the URL of the repository. This URL is stored in the working copy -- which is what you ultimately 

want to share. For each accessed URL, svn keeps the associated username and password in a file in the configuration area.  

Accounts shared by developers, such as the instrument manager accounts (e.g. hawkimgr), require some discipline to avoid 

checking in changes with the wrong user name. These accounts will not have corresponding svn accounts. Any work done in 

these shared accounts should happen with the credentials of the developer making them.  

If developer1 checks out from http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/, the working copy will be associated with the credentials of 

developer1 for this URL. When developer2 takes over, this is still the case. If she is not careful, any changes made in the 

working copy will be made under the name of developer1, not developer2.  

One way around this is to periodically "logout" from svn by removing the files storing the credentials from 

$HOME/.subversion. This could e.g. be done at the time the developer changes.  

Attached is a simple shell script that does exactly that. Usage is: svn.logout hostname. It simply removes all stored 

credentials for the named host, whether fully qualified or not, and even if given as the IP address.  

If it is known when the developer changes, a cron task could invoke the script at the appropriate time. Or it could be run 

daily, forcing developers to enter their password once per day, which is not too much of a hassle.  

The whole situation is similar to CMM where the access passwords are stored in plain text in $HOME/.cmmrc. If you do not 
use -l username with cmm, you will operate under the first name mentioned in $HOME/.cmmrc, which may or mostly may 

not be correct.  

As in CMM, the svn passwords will only be used to access the repository. Indirectly sharing them using a shared Unix 

account poses the same risk as for CMM, where developers were not very concerned about storing them in $HOME/.cmmrc 

and which to our knowledge have not been abused.  

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/
https://websqa.hq.eso.org/sdd/pub/SED/HowToWorkWithSvn/svn.logout
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14. CAVEATS:  

 understanding the difference between /trunk/ and -rHEAD . There may be some initial confusion as to why these 

two concepts differ. The /trunk/ is nothing but a UTL path in the repository tree which is normally associated with 

the main development activity for one or more projects. This will in general undergo several revisions, the last one 

which is called customarily the HEAD, and may be supplied with the –r qualifier to various SVN commands. 

 for Eclipse when doing tagging (problem with error-prone manual procedure in which you need to enter the fully 

qualified path)  

 checkout on multiple Operating Systems: the set of legal file names may differ across Operating Systems. For 

example Unix will allow files which only differ by name, whereas Windows will not. This may create problems 

when, for convenience reasons, an entire tree is checked out on a given OS, even including those parts which are 

meant for another OS (see VLTSW20100072) 

 find out the history: caveat with differences between local copy and repository, svn log . will only report the 

history up to the version which was originally checked out from the repository. New modifications will not appear, 

but you may do a svn update in between.  

 locks are specific to a working copy. The fact that a user owns a lock token for a specific file in his working copy 

does not mean that he or she will get a read/write copy of the same file when he checks it out in another area.  

 svn appears to be confused when the server is specified as fully or non fully qualified hostname, so the fully 

qualified name is recommended. 

 the 'creation' log entry appears twice for cmm-tags/<module>. The reason is simple: during the conversion, 

everything was checked in first on the trunk (or a branch) and then this was copied to tag with the same log message. 

You can see this with svn log -v ... which prints the changes.  

 

15. MIGRATION  
This chapter provides some details on the choice made for the migration software, which can help to understand better some 

operational characteristics of SVN.  

 

15.1 Design  
The following contains notes on how the migration software itself was built.  

15.1.1 Mapping a single cmmArchive invocation to a SVN transaction  
A single cmmArchive operation corresponds to a single SVN commit transaction. Only the files which have been effectively 

modified by the cmmArchive are put in the SVN transaction. This means that several files will have remained unchanged 

across longer periods of time (i.e. across many revisions). This is also shown by the fact that requesting a history log will in 

general reveal different content according to the level at which it is done: at module level it will be identical to the output of a 

cmmHistory command, whereas at single file level it will list only the transactions which effectively modified the file. And 

similarly, to two CMM Revisions:  
 

version: 2.258 date: Tue May 4 11:19:36 MESZ 2010 user: sfeyrin reason: VLTSW20080277 added 

gen dir in search path 

version: 2.259 date: Thu May 13 23:53:11 MESZ 2010 user: sfeyrin reason: added html man pages 

under doxygen documentation 

 

correspond changes to individual files only:  
 

 svn status -v vltMakefile* 

            198124   198123 sfeyrin      vltMakefile 

            198124   197744 sfeyrin      vltMakefile.all 
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-rw-r--r-- 1 mzampare vlt 108622 May 13 23:53 vltMakefile 

-rw-r--r-- 1 mzampare vlt  18737 May  4 11:19 vltMakefile.all 

 

15.1.2 Storing metadata (.history and mapping file)  
The mapping file which decides the location of a CMM module in the tree is archived at: 

http://svnhq3.hq.eso.org/p3/trunk/CMM2SVN/mapping.config The mapping file defines for each module its location within 

the svn repository. It consists of lines containing two fields, the module and its path, separated by whitespace. Here is an 

example:  

 
vnilcu VINCI/ICS/vnilcu 

vnins VINCI/vnins 

vnipan VINCI/ICS/vnipan 

vnmcfg VINCI/MS/vnmcfg 

vnmgar VINCI/vnmgar 

vnmseq VINCI/MS/vnmseq 

 

15.1.3 Forcing locking policy for specific file types  
During the migration, a specific svn property is set, guaranteeing that files can only be modified after they have been actively 

locked, for specific file extensions. The list of such extensions is embedded in the migration code at: 

http://svnhq3/p3/trunk/CMM2SVN/filetypes.config  

 

15.2 Assumptions  
All pending modifications will have to have been archived at migration time. During the migration the CMM server will not 

be available in write-mode. The migration will take less than 24 hours and will migrate the vast majority of the 3291 modules 

in CMM, for a total of approx 79 Gbytes. The current size of the migrated server is 36 Gb, at the time of this writing. 

 

15.2.1 Missing revisions in CMM  
CMM has endured a long history and sometimes fixes to flaws in its implementation were not retroactively applied to all the 

software modules in its archives. As a consequence, some revisions of some files have been lost during time and can no 
longer be retrieved from CMM, even though CMM still knows that the files should exist in these revisions. In this case, the 

migration software replaces the lost files by a short text alerting you of the fact that the file was lost in CMM.  

 

15.2.2 Handling of binary files in ../bin or ../object  
Inspection of CMM archives has revealed that some modules contain files in bin and object directories, because this was not 

explicitly forbidden by CMM (or not consistently throughout its history). Such files will not be migrated. In a few cases it 

turned out that such files were not the result of an archival command without cleaning the results of a build, but rather binary 

applications in their own's right, not otherwise re-buildable. In this case (FCD/fcddsp, fcdms, fcdl) the CMM modules have 

been modified to take this into account.  

 

15.2.3 Handling of files archived and regenerated during build  

In CMM archive, some modules contain archived files which are then automatically regenerated and slightly modified (ex: 

comment on the creation date) during the build of the module. Those files are then marked as modified by SVN.  

As consequence, after the installation of the module, you will see a ―+‖ for the module in the vltMakeInstall.log (see 

section 10.1.2 ) file, even if you are not really modifying the module.  

We have collected the modified files during the generation of the VLTSW from the SVN repository using the command svn 

status -q .  

Those files are either regenerated by the vltMakefile or with a specific target of the local makefile of the module.  

 Files regenerated by vltMakefile  

http://svnhq3.hq.eso.org/p3/trunk/CMM2SVN/mapping.config
http://svnhq3/p3/trunk/CMM2SVN/filetypes.config
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The most frequent files are the include/*Errors.h files.  

E.g. module seq:  

 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/HOS/seq 179 >make all install 

 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/HOS/seq 179 > svn status -q 

M       include/bobbyErrors.h 

M       include/seqErrors.h 

 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/HOS/seq 179 > grep seq 

/introot/sfeyrin/vltMakeInstall.log  

10/10/28-11:19 module: seq http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/trunk/VLTSW/HOS/seq@203314+, installed 

by:sfeyrin      \ 

            from:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/HOS/seq/src 

 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/HOS/seq/include 185 > diff bobbyErrors.h 

bobbyErrors.h.org 

4c4 

< # Error Include File    Created on  Feb 1 11:23:40 2011 

--- 

> # Error Include File    Created on  Sep 15 13:30:05 2010 

During the make all, the vltMakefile generates *.IDX and include/*.h files from the files ERRORS/*ERRORS and 

LOGS/*LOGS. And the include files are not removed during the make clean. So there are many modules archived in CMM 

with those include files.  

Two new targets clean_LOGS and clean_ERRORS have been created in the vltMakefile. They can be added to the clean 

target of local Makefile to remove also those generated files.  

Other example with module log:  

te114 vltlite:~/VLTSW/CCS/log/lcu/src 1187 > ll ../LOGS/ 

-r-xr-xr-x  1 vltlite vlt  560 Sep 24 14:35 mod_LOGS* <== input file  

te114 vltlite:~/VLTSW/CCS/log/lcu/src 1005 > ll ../ERRORS/ 

-r-xr-xr-x  1 vltlite vlt 1495 Sep 24 14:35 lcuTest_ERRORS*<== input file 

te114 vltlite:~/VLTSW/CCS/log/lcu/src 1187 > make all 

te114 vltlite:~/VLTSW/CCS/log/lcu/src 1187 > ll ../LOGS/ 

-r-xr-xr-x  1 vltlite vlt  560 Sep 24 14:35 mod_LOGS* 

-rw-r--r--  1 vltlite vlt  336 Jan 31 16:41 modLOGS.IDX <== generated file 

te114 vltlite:~/VLTSW/CCS/log/lcu/src 1005 > ll ../ERRORS/ 

-r-xr-xr-x  1 vltlite vlt 1495 Sep 24 14:35 lcuTest_ERRORS* 

-rw-r--r--  1 vltlite vlt  336 Jan 31 16:41 lcuTestERRORS.IDX <== generated file 

te114 vltlite:~/VLTSW/CCS/log/lcu/src 1010 > ll ../include/ 

-rw-r--r--  1 vltlite vlt  904 Jan 31 16:41 lcuTestErrors.h <== generated file 

-rw-r--r--  1 vltlite vlt  904 Jan 31 16:41 modLogs.h  <== generated file 

 Files regenerated with local target in the Makefile of the module  

Here we have some examples, encountered during the VLTSW generation.  

Example, in the makefile of the modules dfg and tac , lsfMakeINC is used to generate the files *Interface.h , 
StandardInterface.h and Standard.h  

M       INS/dfg/lcu/include/dfgSignalInterface.h 

M       INS/dfg/lcu/include/dfgStandard.h 

M       INS/dfg/lcu/include/dfgStandardInterface.h 

M       LCC/tac/lcu/include/tacStandardInterface.h 

M       LCC/tac/lcu/include/tacServerInterface.h 
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M       LCC/tac/lcu/include/tacStandard.h 

Other example:  

M       DMD/rtd/config.log 

M       DMD/rtd/config.status 

M       DMD/rtd/rtd/rtdimg/src/colormaps.C  

M       DMD/rtd/rtd/rtdimg/library/tclIndex  

To avoid this problem the files should not be archived.  

So those files will have to be removed by the developers after the migration. 

 

15.2.4 MIME type for specific file endings  
A MIME file was used to specify the type of file according to its extension. A reference to the MIME file can be found here: 

http://svnhq3.hq.eso.org/p3/trunk/CMM2SVN/filetype.config ( : this file may not be generally accessible).  

15.2.5 Excluded modules  
Not all modules from CMM where migrated to the VLT SVN repository. All APEX, TICS, and ALMA modules where 

excluded. Also a couple of obsolete, incomplete, or dummy modules where not migrated.  

15.2.6 Final location in tree  
Unlike CMM, SVN allows and encourages a tree-like structure for its configuration items. The customary module structure 

as been kept, but the modules have been relocated. The relocation is by definition not perfect, and is the result of several 

iterations with developers. After the migration, modules may be further relocated to best accommodate specific needs. For an 

example of modules whose location still needs to be chosen see: 

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/trunk/__no_suitable_place_yet__  

It should be noted that modules should be put together, which are also normally released together, so that tagging operations 

become simpler. A tree-like organization also enormously facilitates the management of access control lists.  

Some guiding principles have driven the current tree layout:  

 keeping short names  

 separating assembly types (i.e. instrument from telescope control)  

 separating installation sites 

 separating Engineering/Maintenance modules from the rest  

Ideally similar assemblies, like instruments, should all have a similar internal structure, though we are aware that there may 

be exceptions to this rule.  

15.2.7 Hand-chosen locations  
In some cases feedback was given by developers or project responsible people and the location determined by the automated 

procedure overridden. The test phase will also be used for users to provide feedback on the location of modules which do not 

have a final destination yet.  

http://svnhq3.hq.eso.org/p3/trunk/CMM2SVN/filetype.config
http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/trunk/__no_suitable_place_yet__
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16. MISCELLANEOUS  

 revisions can be accessed without an SVN client but using merely an HTTP browser, e.g. 

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/?p=20  The browser requires the same level of authentication that the other clients 

require. 

 the timestamp of the files retrieved from SVN can be set to be the one of original commit, or simply the checkout 

time. The standard behavior for CMM is the latter, which is also the default for SVN. 

 a utility called svn2cl.sh is available on several versions of Linux, that generates a ChangeLog file from all the 

commit entry logs for a given directory. It accepts multiple options and makes the maintenance of a separate 

ChangeLog file unnecessary. 

 a shell completion facility is available for SVN which greatly diminishes the likelihood of typos. It is scheduled for 

distribution with VLT Common Software releases. 

http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/?p=20
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A. CMM SVN TRANSLATOR  

 

Action  CMM  svn  
Retrieve assembly  mkdir Source  svn co url/of/assembly Source  
   cd Source  cd Source  
   cmmCopy ppins     
   pkginBuild ppins -step RETRIEVE     
Modify ppins  rm -rf ppins  cd ppins; edit files...  
   cmmModify ppins  svn ci .  
   cd ppins; edit files...     
   cmmArchive ppins     
Create a branch  rm -rf ppins  svn cp url/of/assembly url/of/branch  
   cmmBranch ppins x.yy  svn co url/of/branch Source2  
   cd ppins; edit files...  cd Source2/ppins; edit files...  
   cmmArchiveBranch ppins  svn ci .  

Right after the switch, check "your" directory: is everything in the place you expect? If not, move things around within your 

assembly, close (delete) any obsolete sub-modules, etc. Then commit these changes.  

https://websqa.hq.eso.org/sdd/bin/view/SED/HowToWorkWithSvn?cover=print;sortcol=0;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
https://websqa.hq.eso.org/sdd/bin/view/SED/HowToWorkWithSvn?cover=print;sortcol=1;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
https://websqa.hq.eso.org/sdd/bin/view/SED/HowToWorkWithSvn?cover=print;sortcol=2;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
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B. VLT TOOLS/CHANGES FOR SVN SUPPORT 

Tag creation from pkgin module:  vltMakeSVNtag 

 

A script is available in the vlt module vltMakeSVNtag which help you to generate a tag  and make a snapshot of the pkgin 

configuration you need : 

 

vltMakeSVNtag - create a tag or branch for a pkgin configuration 

 

SYNOPSIS 

           vltMakeSVNtag <insmod> <cmmversion> <path/in/repo> [external dirs] 

 

DESCRIPTION 

           Create a subversion tag from a pkgin integration module. 

           All modules come from cmm-tags! 

           Directories listed in [external dirs] will be external. 

           The directories VLTSW, *_new and COMMON are also considered as external 

 

ENVIRONMENT  

          $SVNREPO 

             URL of the svn repository, e.g. "http://svnhq1/p1/" 

 

EXAMPLES 

           vltMakeSVNtag xxins 5.51 tags/INS/XXXX 

 

External list generation - vltMakeSVNExternal 

 

Another script (also in the vlt module) vltMakeSVNtag will help you to generate the external list from the pkgin 

configuration : 

 

 

vltMakeSVNexternals - create svn:externals for a pkgin configuration 

 

SYNOPSIS 

           vltMakeSVNexternals <insmod> [dir...] 

 

DESCRIPTION 

           Uses the pkgin configuration found in <insmod> to get a list 

           of all modules. For any modules that do not belong the assembly 

           itself, it creates an entry in for the svn:externals property. 

 

           The utility thinks that all modules in subdirectories VLTSW*, 

           *_new, and COMMON are external. If there are external modules 

           in other directories, you can specify these extra directories 

           on the command line. 

 

           If the assembly uses any libraries, you will be asked for the 

           location of an appropriate tag. 

 

           The svn:externals property is not automatically set on the current 

           directory. Instead, the content is saved in a file "_externals" 

           which can be modified as needed. The utility prints a command 

           you can use to actually set the property from the file. 
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EXAMPLES 

           vltMakeSVNexternals xxins 

               Output is in file "_externals". 

 

 
 

Installation Inspection Support Tool- vltInspectInstallLog 

A simple script is available in the 'vlt' module (with some built-in assumptions like those mentioned here on the structure of 

the repository), which compares the content of an installed area with the content of an assembly release tag. An example from 

a prototype:  

$ vltInspectInstallLog $INTROOT/vltMakeInstall.log HAWKI 2012 

Inspecting /introot/hawkimgr/vltMakeInstall.log against 

http://svnhq1/p1/tags/Release/HAWKI/2012... 

- 

hkacq   LAST 203883 http://svnhq1/p1/branches/HAWKI/2012/DCS/hkacq@203893  *OUTDATED* 

hkdcfg  Up to date from http://svnhq1/p1/tags/Release/HAWKI/2012/DCS/hkdcfg 

hkdcs   MODIFIED from http://svnhq1/p1/tags/Release/HAWKI/2012/DCS/hkdcs@195090+ 

hko     LAST 178560 Up to date from http://svnhq1/p1/branches/HAWKI/2012/OS/hko@178560 

This output shows that the module hkacq was installed from a /branches area, revision 203893 but that the corresponding 

module in the ../Release/HAWKI/2012/ area is still at revision 203883. This indicates that the last version on the branch was 

not copied to a new Release tag in ../Release/HAWKI/2012/, for instance ../Release/HAWKI/2012-pl1.  

The module hkdcfg instead was installed directly from the Release/HAWKI/2012 area, was not modified (the script checked 

that their revision does not contain a + sign), and since a tags area cannot be modified is at the latest version.  

The module hkdcs was checked-out from the Release/HAWKI/2012 area, but later modified and installed without archival. 

Lastly, hko was installed directly from the /branches/HAWKI/2012 area, but the last modified revision for that module has 

been checked to be the same one as on the /Release/HAWKI/2012 path.  

The fundamental fact here is that the Last Changed Rev. of an item in a SVN repository does not change when that item is 

copied.  

Files vltMakeInstall.log/ vltMakeInstall.config  updated 

Modification of vltMakeInstall.log to add SVN version and location of the "module".  

 The version of the "module" is given by the command svnversion -c at module level. A character "+" is added 

next to the revision number when there is at least one modified file on the "module"  

 The SVN location is the value of "URL" extracted from the command svn info.  

See as an example the following code snippet where two modules are installed and their version appears in the 

vltMakeInstall.log:  

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/eccs 1152 > svnversion -c . 

88:184039M 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/eccs 1153 > cd src 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/eccs/src 1154 > make install 

... 

 . . . installation done 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/eccs/src 1155 > grep eccs  

/introot/sfeyrin/vltMakeInstall.log  

10/11/10-08:26 module: eccs http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/trunk/VLTSW/CCS/eccs@184039+, 

installed by:sfeyrin       from:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/eccs/src 

 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/ccs 1159 > svnversion -c . 
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46:198530 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/ccs 1161 > cd src 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/ccs/src 1162 > make install 

... 

 . . . installation done 

psdlin4 sfeyrin:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/ccs/src 1163 > grep ccs 

/introot/sfeyrin/vltMakeInstall.log  

10/11/10-08:28 module: ccs http://svnhq1.hq.eso.org/p1/cmm-tags/ccs/2.193@198530, installed 

by:sfeyrin   from:/diskb/tmp/sfeyrin/VLTSW/VLTSW/CCS/ccs/src 
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